Solution Brief

Cisco SecureX

Benefits
͓ Increase security with

Simplified security from Insight and Cisco

purpose-built infrastructure.

͓ Improve efficiency and

Business challenge

user experiences.

Security is nonnegotiable, but maintaining a proactive, protected security environment has
become nearly unmanageable for many organizations. Legacy technologies, lack of automation
and orchestration, gaps in skill sets, and disparate vendors and tool sets result in overwork and
underperformance — leaving operations vulnerable to attack.

͓ Enhance visibility to make

Our solution

͓ Free up resources to focus

Achieve simplicity, visibility, and efficiency with Cisco® SecureX™ delivered by Insight. Cisco SecureX
is a cloud-native platform that connects Cisco’s integrated security portfolio with your
infrastructure, taking you from a series of disjointed solutions into a fully integrated ecosystem
that enables intelligence sharing and coordinated response — preventing threats from bypassing
overwhelmed security teams.

more informed decisions.

͓ Drive more effective

detection and response.
on strategic initiatives.

Our partner

Turning on Cisco SecureX is a simple process with the potential to transform the efficacy of your
security organization through orchestration and automation, visibility, integration, and more.
Centralize context across tools
and teams.

Accelerate detection and
response with visibility.

Multiply security investments
with full integration.

Automate response playbooks
and workflows.

Related services
͓ Managed Security

Your strategic Cisco partner
As a solutions integrator, Insight leans on a 20+-year partnership with Cisco and deep expertise
across the Cisco portfolio. When you partner with Insight for Cisco SecureX implementation,
we’ll help drive more strategic solution adoption for lasting success. Lean on our experts to:

͓ Cloud Security Services
͓ Security Strategy Workshops
͓ Digital Architecture

Acceleration Program

Identify security
processes for
improvement.

Validate
solutions,
workflows, and
tool sets.

Educate users
and teams
for improved
success rates.

Support
implementation
and process
change.

Track
performance
to ensure
optimal results.

Cisco SecureX features
Rather than simply adding a layer of security, Cisco SecureX is embedded into every Cisco Secure
technology. Its integration capabilities allow you to improve cross-functional collaboration and
simplify the security experience by incorporating key teams and addressing the entire scope of
security — not just operations.

Driving innovation with
digital transformation
At Insight, we help clients enable
innovation with an approach
that spans people, processes, and
technologies. We believe the best

Integrations

Orchestration

Threat response

path to digital transformation

Simplify your existing
ecosystem with an integrated
and open platform that works
with third-party solutions.

Automate routine tasks with
prebuilt workflows, or build
your own with a no-to-low
code, drag-and-drop canvas.

Accelerate investigations
and incident response by
aggregating and correlating
intelligence in one view.

is integrative, responsive, and
proactively aligned to industry
demands. Our client-focused
approach delivers best-fit
solutions across a scope of
services, including the modern

Device insights

Unified visibility

Ribbon and single sign-on

Get a comprehensive device
inventory with contextual
awareness for identifying gaps
in coverage.

Experience simplicity with a
customizable dashboard that
includes operational metrics,
emerging threat visibility, and
access to new products.

Use the dashboard ribbon for
access to SecureX features.
Share and maintain context
around incidents in one
location with single sign-on.

workplace, modern applications,
modern infrastructures, the
intelligent edge, cybersecurity,
and data and AI.

Learn more at:
solutions.insight.com | insight.com

Why Insight + Cisco

Gold partner
in U.S. and U.K.

300+

Cisco engineers

#3
2,500+

Cisco certifications

Top 4

national partner

>$1B

in sales annually
Cisco security partner
in North America

25-year

partnership
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